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BATING / JACKING WEEKEND

Just hosted our first Bating Weekend and it was great fun. With 12 guys here making a good group
Thanks to the guys who attended and who helped make it such fun. I had little clue as to what exac
I have to admit that this was a fantasy of mine - and while I have attended tons of sex bars over the
Next time I think I will be a lot more relaxed about the whole thing and the energies will reflect this.

I had some wonderful input concerning the Crash Course in Tantric Sex shared this weekend and a
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Thanks guys. Keep on tugging.
------------------------

Hi John I just wanted to say a huge thank you for letting me come to your first bournebaters, ( May 2013
---------------------------------------------

John: Thankyou for the J.
Tantric Sex workshop during the BourneBaters weekend. The breathing techniq

BELOW: e mail received recently; slightly edited.

Hello John,
I am so looking forward
I feeltothat
meeting
you will
you
be&quite
haveunlike
had aanyone
very vivid
I have
dream
metabout
before
you,
& iti get
will dreams,
be amazing
visio&

I was pleased as punch with this e mail above and like many of us, I sent it to a friend to read and I was

I remember a guy a few years ago who taught spiritual breathing workshops and wrote a spiritual ar

I remember asking aOh
client
I amsome
just adecades
waiter. ago
' and
what
I -he
kinda
did -for
told
a living,
him off.
andI said
his answer
that I had
wasbeen
- ' a wa
He absolutely heard what I said and it was remarkable, as right in front of me he actually stood upright,

The remarkable thing was that he came to see me for a massage with a 'happy ending' - as this was du
It still hurts when it comes from a friend though, as much as you know it shouldn't.
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I had a phone call this week from my first lover who started in on me about what I 'should be doing' - and

He kept saying I should visit this old lady friend and when I said I have no time, he said that this was all m

If this old lady was so lonely
PHONES
and desperate
WORK TWO
to see
WAYS
. me, after almost 40 years - then she knows my phone
Try and be supportive towards others. Stop throwing your own 'stuff' at them as it is transparantly clear

WAR HORSES

Has anyone seen this film. It's a bit of an epic story with these beautiful horses - absolutely beautifu
It's a moving epic story and well worth seeing but have your tissues handy.
LIFE OF PI

Everyone kept telling me I shopuldf see this film, so as soon as it came out on DVd I bought a copy
Beautifully filmed and brilliant CG and special effects, it takes the viewer on a journey of mind, body

I must admit to getting teary in a copuple of parts and thoroughly enjoyed the film. I can see whay it
Beautifully filmed and acted. Stunning special effects. Lovely film.
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It beggars belief, it really does...

Here is a challenge to you : Where does it say in the Bible that two men cannot get married - Or to put it

ALCOHOL IS THE BIGGEST KILLER

Alcohol is responsible for nearly 4 percent of deaths worldwide, and according to the World Health Orga
Of course, when it says that 80,000 people a year die, this figure is very short of the truth as we all k
My sister died of too much vidka over a slow and long period and her liver packed up - and she had
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SOUTHERN ELECTRIC
Oh Dear God. Give me strength.

I moved my gas and electric to another company at Christmas and signed all the documentation and

Now - 4 months later I receive a £2,000 gas bill and am expecting something similar for electric, and

I appreciate the money has not been taken from my account each month and to be honest, I have b
What is the fucking point ?

Since this, I have informed them that I expect to receive a sizeable discount on my bills which together, g
I shall keep you posted.

The company has offered me nothing. Loads of apologies but no compensation for the sleepless nights
I fight on.
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AQUAPONICS

a friend is starting to grow his veg using the water from his pond full of fish, to filter through his lettuc
If anyone has any experience in this - please share it with us.

GARDEN

The garden is starting to look lovely after a few sunny days where B&Q had a 50% off sale of plants

It is so nice walking to dog and seeing all the new growth in the woods, all the wild flowers and bloss

NEW YAHOO GROUP FOR
BOURNE BATERS
Take a look

HERE
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2012 - WHAT'S NEXT ?

Have we entered a new era for humanity ? After the much talked about date - that much anticipated d

The most true prophecy was that after Dec. 21st - would come Dec. 22nd and that life would go on

Now, what we all activated in the collective mind of humanity - a vision for a new era, a commitment

Some say this is hard to achieve in a world so bogged down in the heavy negative energies that surroun

So make some changes in your life of those things that do not serve you. Concentrate on the positi
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IF PART OF THIS PAGECLICK
IS CUT
HERE
OFF -

HELP US TO BRING THIS NEWSMAGAZINE TO YOU
BY DONATING A LITTLE SOMETHING TO HELP US KEEP IT GOING.

Every penny raised goes to help the many people we help with food, company, a week or weekend awa

This web site makesHOW
someTO
useful
COPE
suggestions
WITH HOMOPHOBIC
to
FAMILIES
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